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Abstract
The development of free convection in a viscous fluid between heated plates is
investigated. The basic governing continuity, momentum, and energy equations are
solved numerically by finite difference method. Results are obtained for the variations
of Nusselt number, velocity, temperature, and pressure throughout the flow field
assuming the fluid to enter the channel with ambient temperature and a flat velocity
profile. The flow and heat-transfer characteristics of the channel are studied and a
development height established. Heating plate condition is (C.W.T and C.H.F). An
correlation equation has been deduced for the average Nusselt number as a function of
Rayligt number. A comparison is made between the results of this theoretical
investigation and theoretical work of (Bodoia, J.R 1962)[1].
Key words: Free Convection, Laminar, constant wall temperature, constant heat flux
and, Vertical Plate.

دراسة عددية في التشكيل الطباقي لجريان الحمل الحر لمائع بين صفيحتين عموديتين متناظرة
التسخين

يتضمن هذا البحث التحقيق في دراسة نظرية في تشكيل جريانن الحمال الحار فاي مانع لا ب باين حاييحتين

الخالصة

س ااتم ارريةا الاا اقا وماندل ااة الحنا ااة بتسااتاداق حريق ااة اليروا اانر المح اادد وح اان,بواسااحة ح اال ماااندار ا.عموديتين
 وييترض.  النتنعج المكتسبة لتغير راق نس راالسرعةا درجة الحرار ا والضغح في كنفة أنحنء مجنل الجرينن.عدديآ
أنتقاانل الح ارار

 تااق د ارسااة احاانع.نسااينبي,أن الماانع الااداال ال ا القناان بدرجااة ح ارار المحاايح ومنحنااي الساار ا

بااور درجااة الح ارار وفاايض

والجرياانن المجاارف وحااية ساارعة التشااكيل ظاار التساااين هااي فاايض ح ارار متغياار م ا

 أجريار مقنرناة. ماندار تجريبياة أساتنتجر لماادل رااق نسا ر كدالاة لاراق راي اي. حرار نبر م تغير درجة الحرار

.(Bodoia, J.R 1962)[1] بين التحقيق النظر ل امل الحنلي والتحقيق النظر لمحدر

.حمل اسر اجرينن حبنايا بور درجة حرار السححا بور الييض الحرار احييحة عمودية:الكلمات الدالة
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Nomenclatures
a: surface conductance defined by
equation(14)
b: half-width of channel
c: specific heat of fluid
g: gravitational constant
h: heat absorbed by fluid from entrance
to a particular elevation in channel
hʹ:heat absorbed by fluid from entrance
to channel exit
k: thermal conductivity of fluid
p: fluid pressure
T1: temperature of channel walls
u: fluid velocity in x-direction
uo: fluid velocity at channel entrance
U: dimensionless velocity in x-direction
defined by equation (8)
v: fluid velocity in y-direction
V: dimensionless velocity in y-direction
defined by equation (8)
x,y: Cartesian co-ordinate system
N: Number of grid
Po: hydrostatic fluid pressure
Introduction
Several investigations have
studied laminar free convection in
vertical, parallel-plate channels. All of
them, however, have restricted their
consideration to either identical heating
of the two walls [2] or the so-called
"fully developed" flow that characterize
a channel whose height is large
compared to the spacing between the
walls [3]. The majority of the latter
studies [4] deal with combined free and
forced convection. In the case of
vertical tubes, to the present authors'
knowledge,
all
published
free
convection results, for example, have
been for symmetrically heated tubes.[5]
The effect of asymmetric heating in free
convection, therefore, has not been fully
investigated,
although
the
corresponding problem in forced
convection has been quite extensively
studied. References for the latter case

pʹ:pressure
defect
defined
by
equation(4)
P: dimensionless pressure defect
defined by equation (8)
T: fluid temperature
To: ambient temperature
L: height of channel
Z: dimensionless height of channel
defined by Z Gr=1
ν: fluid kinematic viscosity
ρ: fluid density
ρo: fluid density at ambient temperature
Ө: dimensionless temperature defined
by equation (8)
Gr: Grashoff number defined by
equation (9)
Nu: Nusselt number defined by
equation (15)
X,Y: dimensionless Cartesian coordinate system
β: fluid expansivity defined by
equation(7)
are not relevant to the present study and
hence will not be listed here.
In a wide class of natural convection
processes, heat transfer occurs from a
heated vertical surface placed in a
quiescent medium at a uniform
temperature. If the plate surface
temperature is greater than the ambient
temperature, the fluid adjacent to the
vertical surface gets heated, becomes
light and rises. Heavier fluid from the
neighboring areas rushes in to take the
place of the rising fluid; similarly, the
flow for a cooled surface is downwards.
The fluid layer in contact with the
surface is stationary due to the no-slip
condition and the fluid far from the
vertical surface is stagnant because of
the infinite quiescent medium. A
boundary layer flow exists and the
region outside the boundary layer is
unaffected by the flow [6]. Laminar flow
exists within the boundary layer up to a
certain height of the plate, beyond
which turbulence gradually develops
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because of the associated thermal
instability. In a smooth vertical parallel
plate channel that are open to the
ambient at top and bottom ends, natural
convection occurs when at least one of
the two plates forming the channel is
heated or cooled. The resulting
buoyancy-drive flow can be laminar or
turbulent depending on the channel
geometry,
fluid
properties
and
temperature difference between the
plates and ambient. The Rayleigh
number at which flow becomes
turbulent in vertical channels is
different from that of flow over a
vertical flat plate. Surface thermal
conditions may be idealized as being
isothermal or isoflux and symmetrical
or asymmetrical. For small aspect ratio
(length
to
inter-plate
spacing),
independent boundary layer develops at
each surface and a condition similar to
that of a vertical plate in an infinite
quiescent medium takes place. For large
aspect ratio, however, boundary layers
developed on opposing surfaces
eventually merge to yield a fully
developed condition. Due to modern
application of cooling of electronic
equipments such as printed circuit
boards, there has been resurgence of
interest in studying natural convection
in vertical channels. Understanding the
flow pattern in this equipment may
significantly improve their design and
consequently
their
operational
[7]
performance . The effect of other
parameters including different forms of
heating, transient regimes, chimney
effect and channel geometry were
investigated by a number of researchers.
(Shahin, G. A. and Floryan, J.
M)[8].Studied
the
heat
transfer
enhancement generated by the chimney
effect in a system of vertical channels.
The increase in heat transfer with
adiabatic chimneys was studied
numerically and a heat transfer

correlation was presented.[9] Laminar
free convection boundary layer over a
vertical flat plate with an exponential
variation of surface temperature in
viscous fluids is analyzed using the
local no similarity method. The present
approach takes into consideration the no
similarity terms appearing in the
momentum and energy equations,
which have been unaccounted for
previously, in for example, the
similarity and the local similarity
methods. The governing equations are
solved numerically using the Keller-box
method, an efficient implicit finite
difference scheme. Numerical results
are presented in the form of heat
transfer rates, local wall shear stress,
and velocity and temperature profiles.
The heat transfer rates and local wall
shear stress obtained show good
agreement with available no similar
solutions. The effects of various values
of transformed stream-wise coordinate
(g) and Prandtl numbers on velocity and
temperature profiles are also presented.
Chalmers and Sweden[10] studied
upward laminar flow in a plate with a
constant heat flux thermal boundary
condition. Development of radial
velocity profiles, radial temperature
profiles,
mixed-mean
to
wall
temperature
differences,
Nusselt
numbers, and pressure drops were
predicted and a comparison between
these analyses and the small amount of
experimental data available at that time
was made.The local Nu correlation
given in the section equations, i. e. Nux
=0.0185 Grx0.4.[11] This work deals with
heat transfer coefficient “h” of a
isothermal vertical plate with H = 0.15
m. The neighborhoods surfaces
influence in that coefficient is aimed
with
simulation
and
standard
experimentation. A novel technology to
measure the heat flux, calling
“Tangential Heat Flux meter” is applied
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and simulation with a CFD commercial
code was performing. Five heat flux
meters was glued on the vertical plate,
heated 20 0C over the air temperature.
The neighborhoods and air temperature
was maintained constants. The distance
between the plate and base wall (floor)
was changed as well as the distance
between the plate and back side wall.
Through simulation results will be
comparing with experimental. The
result expected is a increasing of heat
transfer coefficient, very usefully in
heat exchange devices. The present
study
concerns
a
theoretical
investigation of the laminar free
convection in air in a parallel-plate
vertical flat duct. The duct walls are
individually heated uniformly or
maintained at constant temperature. The
wall heat fluxes or wall temperatures,
however, need not be the same practical
application of free convection in
vertical channels with asymmetric
heating of this nature may be found in
modern communication equipment. In
such equipment, vertical circuits cards
containing heat generating electronic
devices are arrayed to from vertical
channels, and are cooled by free
convection.
Equation Analysis
The flow geometry under investigation
is as shown in Fig.1. A vertical channel
is formed by two parallel plates of
height z and infinite width, separated by
a distance 2b. The plates are maintained
at a uniform temperature T1 which
exceeds ambient temperature To. Fluid
rises between them by natural
convection and is assumed to enter the
channel at To with a flat velocity profile
uo. For moderate differences between T1
and To, the flow is governed by the socalled
"incompressible
natural
convection equation"[1] expressing
conservation of mass, momentum, and

energy. The equations are:

u
v

0
x
y
u
u
u
v

x
y

……………...…(1)
.......................…(2)

 2 u 1 dp

g
y 2
 dx
T
T
k  2T ......(3)
u
v

x
y
c  2 y 2
It is customary to express the body
force in terms of a buoyancy force
define:
pʹ = p - po ............................................(4)
Where po is the pressure which would
obtain at a particular elevation in the
channel if the temperature were uniform
at To throughout the flow field. Noting
that:
v

dpo
   o g....................................(5)
dx
Equation (2) can be written:
u
u
 2u
u
v
v 2 
x
y
y

1 dp '
 g (T  To ) ......................(6)
 dx
Where ϐ is the expansivity of the fluid
defined by:
1  
  

 .........................(7)
  T  p
The abovementioned variables and
coordinates can be oriented by the
following substitutions in accordance[1].
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Where Gr is a Grashoff number defined
by:
Gr 

g (T1  To )b 4 ......................(9)
L 2

Equations (1),(6),and (3) can be placed
in dimensionless from writing:
U
V

 0..............(10)
X
Y

h  k

T
Y

y  b

1 .....................(18)
(T1  To )

Hence, the Nusselt number becomes

t L
  ...........(19)


y T1  To
Y
Mean Nusselt number

Nu 

hL



1

Nu   Nu ( y )dY................................(20)
0

U
U
U
V
X
Y
 2U
dP


  ……...............(11)
Y 2
dX

A 1\3rd Simpsons rule integration is
used to evaluate eq(20):



V
X
Y
2
1   

…………...............(12)

2 
Pr 
 Y 

The pressure calculation from equation
below:

U

Where Pr, the Prandtl number, defined
by:

Pr 

cv ……......................(13)
k

An average surface conductance over
the channel height can be defined by:

h'
a
……...................(14)
L(T1  To )
Where hʹ is the value of h at x=z if a
Nusselt number is defined by:

Nu 

ab ....................................(15)
k

It is seen upon substitution from
equations (13) and (14) to be given by:
Nu 

h ' Pr yk
............(16)
L(T1  To )cv 

The heat transfer coefficient can be
calculated as follows:
h(T1  To )  k

T
Y

y b

....................(17)

Nu  1.0 \ T (2, N ) ............................(21)

P  Po 

1 2
v …..............................(22)
2

The boundary conditions in equations
(10), (11), and (12) are:
 forX  0and 0  Y  1,

U  0, V  0,   0, P  0 




U
 0
 forY  0andX  0;
Y





, V  0, Y  0



 forY  1andX  0;U  0  .…..(23)


, V  0,   1

 forY  1andX  0;U  0, 


V  0,    ( 2, N1 )  dy



 forX  0, andX  L;



 P  0, U  0

The numerical procedure used in
solving these equations subject to their
boundary conditions is described in the
following.

Numerical Solution
Writing equations (10),(11),(12)
in finite difference from and applying
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them to the j,k mesh point of a
rectangular grid superimposed on the
half-channel flow field (Fig.2),there
results:

U j 1,k 1  U j 1,k  U j ,k 1  U j ,k
X


VJ 1, K 1  VJ 1, K
Y

U j ,k

U j 1,k  U j ,k

 V j ,k



 0 ……………...(24)

X
U j ,k 1  U j ,k 1

U j 1,k

2Y
 2U j 1,k  U j 1,k
( X ) 2

Pj 1  Pj
X

  j ,k ……………...(25)

Where n is as shown in Fig.(2)
. This system of difference equations
has been shown[12] to be a consistent
and stable representation of the
incompressible
natural
convection
equation.
The solution procedure is as
follows: First, values for Pr are selected.
Then, beginning at the j=0 row (the
channel entrance), equation (19) and
(20) are applied to the points
k=0,1,2,….n. There results 2n+3
equations and the same number of
unknowns (U1,0 ; U1,1 ; ….U1,n ;Ө1,0 ;
Ө1,1 ;…. Ө1,n ; P1) where symmetry with
respect to the x-axis has been noted.
After these equations are solved,V1,1;
V1,2; …V1,n can be computed from
equation (18) where it has been noted
that V1,0=0. It is now possible to repeat
the procedure for the j=1 row. Thus
advancement row by row up the halfchannel can be executed.
For the solution of the
simultaneous equations associated with
each row a matrix inversion technique
was employed which involves a special

from of the Gaussian elimination
scheme[13]. The calculation were
performed on a high speed digital
computer and for improved accuracy a
larger number of mesh points were used
in rows near the channel entrance than
in those farther up the channel.
The flow in half of the duct is
calculation and explicit finite difference
technique computer program written in
fortran 90 is used and run on Pentium 4
computer. The flow chart of this
program is shown in Fig.(24).
Results and Discussion
Variation of mean Nusselt
number
shown
in
Fig.(3&4)
,respectively, for difference Prantal
number for constant wall temperature
and heat flux . All of the curves have a
convergent value 35.7 at z=4.5*10-3,
which agrees with the analytical result
of eq(16).
Variation of local Nusselt
number is shown in Fig.(5&6)
,respectively, for difference Prantal
number for constant wall temperature
and heat flux . From this, it is noted
that all the curves converge to 35.9
independently of Pr , as z→∞, whose
convergent value is closely related to
Pr=0.1 result for a forced convection
flow.
Variation of mean Nusselt
number with Rayligt number shown in
Fig.(7,8
&
9),respectively,
and
comparison between present work and
reference[1] .It can be noted that the
average Nusselt number increases with
the increase of Rayleigh number.To
study the influence of Rayleigh number
on the flow field and heat transfer
characteristics, the vertical velocity and
temperature profiles as well as the
isotherms are presented for different
Rayleigh numbers.The discrepancy
between the present work and ref.[1]
may be attributed to present work errors
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or due to difference between the present
work actual and ref.[1] assumption.
More of the studies reveals that the
difference between the work and
another reference tow values is not a
strange matter, but the strange becomes
from how big is this difference and its
effect on the practical applications. The
general correlation will be obtained
from previous figures as follows:
Num=25.65Ra0.00342 .……………...(27)
C.W.T
Pr=0.1
Num=30.46Ra0.00456 .……………...(28)
C.H.F
Pr=0.1
Num=32.33Ra0.00489 .……………...(29)
C.W.T
Pr=1
Num=33.37Ra0.00999 .……………...(30)
C.H.F
Pr=1
Num=34.59Ra0.00457 .……………...(31)
C.W.T
Pr=7
Num=35.24Ra0.00677 .……………...(32)
C.H.F
Pr=7
The developing of temperature
profiles along the vertical plate are
shown in Fig.(10 to15) for Pr 0.1,1,7 for
C.W.T and C.H.F respectively .The
figure depicted a steep temperature
gradient near the heated surface and the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer
gradually increases as the flow moves
from plate inlet toward plate exit. It can
be seen that there is relatively high
temperature variation near the heated
surface causing an appreciable density
change, which creates a rapid growth of
thermal boundary layer with the plate
length.
Developing of velocity profile along the
plate axis, for Pr 0.1,1,7 for C.W.T and
C.H.F is shown in Fig.(16 to 21)
respectively. Profiles reveal the
limitation of buoyancy effect at the
entrance, and all the profiles show
similar distribution about the centerline
of the plate. That means the maximum
velocity occurs at the plate core.
Figures (22 & 23) shows

representative pressure levels as a
function of axial position for constant
wall temperature and constant heat flux,
respectively. In either case the point at
which the pressure defect returns to zero
defines the dimensionless plate length
which in turn establishes the modified
Grashof number. It is noted from this
that every curve converges. When Pr˂1,
it converges at z= 10-2, while Pr˃1 at
the greater z , the large Pr is. Since this
phenomenon is associated with the
entrance lengths.
Conclusions
The following point has
concluded:
1. The mean Nusselt number converges,
for uniform wall temperature, to 35.7
while for uniform heat flux itconverged
to 44.3.
2. The average Nusselt number
increases with the increase of Rayleigh
number for the same Prantal number.
3. The effect of buoyancy is small at the
plate entrance and increases in the flow
direction.
4. The temperature profile along the
plate shows a steep profile near the
heated surface with the thermal
boundary layer thickness increases as
the heat flux increases, for the same
axial position.
5. There is little change in the velocity
profile at the plate entrance and the
profile bias slightly toward the heated
surface at the plate exit. The bias of the
profile happens earlier and faster as the
heat flux increases.
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Fig.(1) Configuration of flow
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Fig.(2) Mesh network for difference representations

C.W.T

Fig.(3):Mean Nusselt number Versus Dimensionless
Height of Channel for Various prandtal number,
(C.W.T)

C.H.F

Fig.(4):Mean Nusselt number Versus Dimensionless
Height of Channel for Various prandtal number,
(C.H.F)
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C.H.F
C.W.T

Fig.(5):Local Nusselt number Versus
Dimensionless Height of Channel for Various
prandtal number, (C.W.T)

Fig.(6):Local Nusselt number Versus
Dimensionless Height of Channel for Various
prandtal number, (C.H.F)

Reference of
Bodoia

Reference of Bodoia
Pr=0.1

Pr=1

Fig.(7):Mean Nusselt number Versus Rayligt
number for Pr=0.1 for (C.W.T &C.H.F) and
Comparison Between Present Work and ref.[
Bodoia]

Fig.(8):Mean Nusselt number Versus Rayligt
number for Pr=1 for (C.W.T &C.H.F) and
Comparison Between Present Work and ref.[
Bodoia]

Reference of Bodoia
C.W.T
Pr=7

b
Fig.(9):Mean Nusselt number Versus Rayligt
number for Pr=1 for (C.W.T &C.H.F) and
Comparison Between Present Work and ref.[
Bodoia]

Fig.(10):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height
of Channel for Pr=0.1 for (C.W.T)
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C.W.T
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C.W.T

b

b
Fig.(11):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=1 for (C.W.T)

C.H.F

Fig.(12):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=7 for (C.W.T)

C.H.F

b
Fig.(13):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=0.1 for (C.H.F)

b
Fig.(14):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=1 for (C.H.F)

C.W.T
C.H.F

b
Fig.(15):Developing of Temperature Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=7 for (C.H.F)

b
Fig.(16):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=0.1 for (C.W.T)
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C.W.T
C.W.T

b

b
Fig.(17):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=1 for (C.W.T)

Fig.(18):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=7 for (C.W.T)

C.H.F

C.H.F

b
Fig.(19):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=0.1 for (C.H.F)

b
Fig.(20):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=1 for (C.H.F)

C.H.F
C.W.T

b
Fig.(21):Developing of Axial Velocity Versus halfwidth of channel for Versus Dimensionless Height of
Channel for Pr=7 for (C.H.F)

Fig.(22):Pressure Distrbution Versus Dimensionless
Height of Channel for Various prandtal number,
(C.W.T)
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C.H.F

Fig.(23):Pressure Distrbution Versus Dimensionless
Height of Channel for Various prandtal number, (C.H.F)
Start
Set dimension matries open necessary
files for data output
Read
Pr,P,N

Set initial values
of U,V,T,P
Start time Doloop
K=1
D

K=K+1
Set surface

Calculate
T,U,P
Boundary condition
calculation

Calculation Num

Print result

End

Fig. (24): Flow chart
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